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L1 
Intro text by 

Arnoldi 
Emerging 
Markets 

 • Western companies should adapt strategy to EM – think about CAGE (esp. CA) 

• Key terms; Institutions theory, social capital (network theory), transaction cost economies, agency problem (theory) 

• Emerging market definition: 

o countries with economies that are undergoing development and where there is a considerable growth potential. 

o Growth markets with uncertainty or high transactions costs. 

o Growth markets with institutional voids. 

o Institutionally different markets. 

• Market development:  

o Development of formal institutions reducing uncertainty; specify property rights, formulating legal codes, contract laws, legal 

system that enforces these 

o Development of market intermediary facilitating market transactions; Banks, financial services, news media, consumer 

protection agencies  

▪ Intermediary helps guarantee people that enter into interaction, that this is okay (trustpilot as an example). 

▪ The prices tend to be better, and the market is well functioning if there exists intermediaries, and institutions that 

make it more transparent. It reduces the uncertainty. 

▪ This is basically what’s missing in emerging markets! The institutions and intermediary voids. And in the end, it 

will have transactions costs. 

• Reducing uncertainty through market development: 

o Reduce info asymmetry, easier transactions, institutions makes it easier to transact with strangers – otherwise only with those 

they know 

• Institutions as Rules of Game: 

o Conditions that ensure that participants know what can and cannot happen during the game  

• Informal institutions: 

o Rely on shared norms of honor and loyalty  

o Sanction; social exclusion  

• Institutional voids; 

o Voids; a market where there is an absence of institutions and/or where they are weakly developed or inefficiently functioning.  

o Compare to developed markets 

• ASSUMPTION: 

o EM’s with time slowly will become developed markets much akin to the market economies of the Western world 

• Strategy Tripod 

o a focus on institutions equal to the attention granted internal resources and capabilities and external market forces 

o Leg 1: analysis of resources and capabilities 

o Leg 2: analysis of market forces 

o Leg 3: analysis of institutional environment 

 



• Market segments in emerging markets; 

 
• This is aligned with Levitt (1983) – global product only preferred if price is lower and quality is higher than domestic product 

 

Analysing institutional voids across countries (Markets) 
Product markets 

- Is there a retail infrastructure? 

- Payment and transaction systems 

- Supply networks 

 

Labor markets 

- Rights of workers 

- Managerial talent pool 

- Educational system 

 

Capital markets 

- Efficiency of banks/capital allocation 

- Financial information 

 

Analysing institutional voids across countries (macro context) 

- Independence of media, leverage of NGOs. 

- Political restrictions, barriers for trade and investment.  

Bureaucratic/legal efficiency. Protection of property rights. 

 



 
- Different types of expropriation in PP Conflicts (see slides) 

- Business groups and family ownership is closely related to PP Conflicts. 

 

• Corporate governance in EM 

o Organizations in EM are guided by informal institutions 

o No effective rule of law → weak governance environment 

o Standard corporate governance has little support from formal institutions – rely on informal as: 

▪ Relational ties, business groups (BG), family connections, government contacts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



o H3b: The impact of government ties on organizational performance will be stronger for state-owned organizations than non-

state-owned organizations.  

o H4a: The impact of business ties on organizational performance will be stronger in Mainland China than in overseas China.  

o H4b: The impact of government ties on organizational performance will be stronger in Mainland China than in overseas China.  

o H5a: The impact of business ties on organizational performance will not change significantly over time.  

o H5b: The impact of government ties on organizational performance will decline over time.  

• Conclusion of lecture 

o Ties improve performance 

o Political ties may not improve efficiency of firm BUT still props performance 

o Importance of political tie decreases over time 

o Perhaps still cultural factors that make business ties relevant regardless of instit. Development  

L9 
(Hillman & 

Hitt 1999) 

Corporate 

political 

strategy 

formulation: 

A model of 

approach, 

participation, 

and strategy 

decisions  

 

Business-
government 
relationship 

 

 Dimensions of CPA 

1) Political strategy: Transactional or relational 

- Higher degree of dependence on government → more relational 

- More unrelated product-diversification → transactional 

- Coordinated business regime → relational 

 

2) Participation level: Individual or collective 

- Higher amount of resources (for example financial) → Individual 

- Corporatist countries (broad consensus) →collective (and opposite in pluralist countries) 

 

3) Political strategies: information, financial and constituency building 

•  

• Corporate political strategy formulation; 3 DIMENSION CPA 

o Approach to political action; transactional vs. relational  

o 2 levels of participation; individual vs collective 

o 3 types of generic strategies; information, financial incentive, constituency building (valgkreds) 

• How to affect public policy decisions? ^^ 

 

• 3 proactive strategies – corporate political action 

o passive reaction 

▪ reactive with no direct participation in the public policy process 

o positive anticipation 

▪ reactive with no direct participation in the public policy process 

o public policy shaping 

▪ proactive behavior undertaken by firms to achieve specific political objectives 



The network 

of 

interlocking 

directorates 

and firm 

performance 

in transition 

economies: 

Evidence 

from china.  

 

firm 
connections 

o Interlocking can serve as a solution to instit. Voids which are derived from the reform in Chinese translational economy 

 

• What is interlocking: 

o Directors who sit on 2 or more boards of companies 

o The interlocking directors are channels by which info & resources are communicated, new relationships are formed, & existing 

relationships are promoted → have an economic effect on firm performance 

• Chinese firms suffer from instit. Voids in 2 ways: 

o Uncertainty of economic policies – reform is guided by an “error-and adjustment” pattern → changed frequently  

o Incremental TC → weak contract governance – cannot monitor transactions + weak legal system cannot penalize frauds 

• How guanxi fixes the 2 voids 

o Social capital stabilizes environmental uncertainty → provide info about public policies & activities of other firms 

▪ Those in the middle of the NW benefits the most (network theory/perspective from EGE Syllabus) 

o Weak legal system with no punishment – being excluded from the network is an informal punishment which is larger (culture) 

 

Economic effect of interlocking directorate networks 

 

 
• Hypothesis: 

o H1: Firms that are more networked through interlocking directorates exhibits higher performance → supported  

o H2: The performance effect of interlocking directorate network is more pronounced in NSOE’s than SOE’s → supported 

• Discussion: subs. thesis 

o Interlocking directors are frequently observed in China’s transition economy 

o Being central in the interlocking directorate network leads to better performance 

o Performance effect of interlocking directorate NW vary with state ownership status 

o Benefits associated with a firms NW position is more pronounced in NSOE’s relative to SOE’s  

•  Conclusion 

o interlocking directorate network’s role fill some instit. Voids 

o companies in NW have better access to resources, info, human capital, financial capital, suppliers etc. → future profitability 

o company should pay closer attention to NW position before investing in interlocking directorates.  

o INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATE NETWORKS CAN BE USED AS SUBSTITUES TO INEFFICIENT INSTITUTIONAL 

FRAMEWORK → THE SUBSTITUTION THESIS 

Performance

SOE

Network through interlocking
directorate networks

+

-


